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Rich, pure solo piano music. All original compositions and arrangements by Jeff Kurtenacker. All

improvised at the moment of recording. 9 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Mood Music, CLASSICAL:

Contemporary Details: Jeff Kurtenacker grew up in Green Bay, Wisconsin. He graduated with a music

composition degree from Lawrence University. Then, realizing a life-long dream, he moved to Los

Angeles to pursue film scoring. He graduated from UCLA Extension's Film Scoring program and worked

at Hans Zimmer's Media Ventures in Santa Monica. Afterwards, he became a freelance composer,

arranger, and producer living in Southern California doing contract work for Blizzard Entertainment,

scoring films for up-and-coming directors, and producing and recording albums for artists all over the

country. Working out of his home studio in Orange County, California, Jeff continues to do work for clients

nation-wide. Pure is Jeff's first solo piano album, and it is definitely unique. Jeff wanted to capture the

musical journey that happens when he just sits down and plays from his heart. The first six tracks on Pure

were completely improvised at the time of recording ... no music in front of him, no pre-conceived ideas,

just an empty auditorium and some microphones. Everything you hear is a one-take, original,

stream-of-consciousness musical creation. The last three tracks are spontaneous arrangements of

favorite hymns. Jeff originally used the hymns to refuel his creativity on the night of recording. However,

he liked how they turned out so much that he thought they needed to be on the album. Pure is a

wonderful collection of original piano music that will speak to whatever mood you're in. It spans a wide

range of emotions, and tells stories that words cannot express. Because of the unique nature of the

album, it was impossible to capture each song with a song title. So instead, Jeff listed each song in the

order it was recorded ... as it was recorded. If you're looking for new and original piano music, pick up a

copy of Pure today, and it will be your new favorite CD.
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